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The International Transmission c£ Business Cycles

Gerhard Graf .- Universität Konstanz

I. - Shaplng a Framework for Pur Question

1. If one considers the international transmission of business

cycles it is advisable first to find out what generally adop-

ted theories say on this point. Having had a look on theories

concerning the international exchange mechanism we conclude

that two fundamentally different forms of adjustment Systems

exist. F^r one we have a System of fixed or pegged (to any-

thing you like) exchange rates between the countries under

consideration. This System expects in turn that internal

elements of each country bear the bürden of the adjustment

in order to keep the national economy in some sort of in-

ternational balance. On the other hand, it is possible to

use flexible exchanges as?means through which the adjust-

ment is to take place; in the second case one is preserving

the internal policy measures for purely national purposes."

As far as monetary policy is concerned the latter system:
2

"opens up an entirely new dimensxon for monetary policy."

2. There is nothing new about this argument. It has, actually

had a great number of forerunners. T^ mention only two we

firstcite J.M. Keynes with his Tract on Monetary Reform of

1923 . There he says "that under the pre-war regime, under

which the rates of exchange between a country and the out-

side world were fixed the internal price level had to adjust

itself, i.e.; it was chiefly governed by external influences.

Whereas under a regime of flexible exchange rates the price

level mainly depends on internal influences. This line of

reasoning is also adopted by Gottfried Haberler when he

says: "Governments generally choose to stabilize either the

price-level or the rate of foreign exchange." "... if in

foreign countries the price-level is rising or fallin?;, the

country in question is faced with the dilemma of either sta-

bilizing the exchange rate and letting the domestic price-

level move in sympathy with the foreign price-level, or

stabilizing domestic prices and allowing the exchange rate

to move in iriverse ratio to the movement fcf the foreign

rjrice-levelo':
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The last senterice bririgs • out.: one point in an especially

clear manrier.' For|' if < price-level • movements reflect the

movementv of a ; business-cycle,' 'one can validly conclude

that with'fixed exchange rates1 business cycles in one

country !spread tö the outside World. This sort of reasoning

appears !plain änd; plausible so' that it beca'iiii' widely accep-

ted theory. 'We äre,;'thereföre, not surprised at seeing that

the Germäri.Council''of Ecoriomic Advisers in his latest
7 . • .

"Jah^esgutachten" • time and a'gairi refers to the Bretton-

Woods' System äs one that constraina national autonomy in

stabilizing pclicies, whereäs a system with flexible ex-

change rates creates füll autonomy and does not constrain

any policy measures for stabilizirig purposes. The last

point, thät flexible exchange rates allow a national in-

dependence from outside influences, is also often referred

to in the discussioh oh the reform of tlie international
- q

monetary system.

3. It was thus far the pure argument that we presented.

There might be some reservations about it; more exactly

there are some. In the case of flexible exchanges we have

the statement of Laursen and Metzler that terms of trade

changes can restrict the füll independence from outside

business cycle movements, because devaluations and re-

valutations always alter the terms of trade to some extent

and it is thus not any longer clear, on an a-priori basis

to judge the combined effect. On the other hand with fixed

exchange ratess, the transmission of imbalances or even whole

business cycles can be hampered by policy measures taken by
11central banks of the countries conüerned. Herewith is

implied that the monetary authorities sLmply counteract the

tendencies of national money supplies to rise or fall as

is necessary for balance of payments equilibrium. In re-

viewing the last Century of exchange-rate regimes P.B. Kenen

and R. Lubitz conclude that after World War I, i.e., during

a time with fixed exchange rates, "all central banks had
12found new ways to contravene the rules of the game".

All that the "rules" of a fixed exchange-rate system had

required was that the quantity of money decreases in the

reserve-losing country and vice versa in the. reserve-gaining

country. .
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4. But were the "rules of the ganie" alwayc oteyed? Or has

on the other hand, the outsideinflüence for some countries

been so strong, that these countries could not evade it,

even if they wänted to do so?

last question is answered in the affirmative by S.W.

Arndt and Th.J, Courchene in the Comments they make at the

1969 Conference of University Professors. Arndt, e.g., ar-

gues: "A large country such as the United States is in a

very different position. Its impact on world trade and finance

is so dispröportioriäte that it becomes difficult to separate

stabil!ty br instability of the World economy frora that of

the United States"J The argument of Courchene follows si-

milar' lines'wheh he coriterids <that: mövemen'Vs in US Output

and pric'es Will; gfefieräte cliahges in Output and rrices else-

where. Whiie böth these argümehts don't e::plicitly refer

to a.ny: empiricär' evidence;, :G.! Macesich finds from data for

the case;; of; Gänadä thats ;"The Canadian'economy stili remains

sensitive in the I960 to exterhal' disturbances."

Also relying, on empirical evidence Keran reaches a result

for the Japanese economy, that Stands in marked contrast to

the; three.statements above. He concludes that Japan has been

relatively little affected by fluctuations from abroad in

the postwar period, and addss "Thus, the populär

that when the UoS.smeezes Europe catches cold and Japan is
17confined to its bed doesn't seem to hold".

What is especially interesting about Keran's arguments is

the fact that Japan exhibited, fixed and unaltered exchange

rates throughout the period under consideration. There is

thus an obviuus difference between the statements of at

least the pure theory and the evidence- What will be our

task now is to louk for further evidence in coi.mtries that

are relatively dependent from the outside world and espe-

cially from the United States. The evidence will consist

ln-ä-~C"ö^

and the five countries: Germany, France, U.K., Japan and

Italy respectively. According to the pure theory of fixed

exchange rates the United States economy as the largest

western economy ought to havea dominant inflüence on the
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countries mentioned, what would result in an obvious paralle-

lism of respective business cycles.The parallelisn will be

tested by quite simple compariccns and by regresaion analysis.

One might wonder, why we inelüde Japan onoe more and don't

rely only on the evidence citec' by Keran. The reason is,

that we have another argument st-atod by II. 1-Iichoal3r v/hich'

concludes that Japan condueted its monetary policy aecor-
1 Q

ding to the "rules of the game" of fixed exchange rates.

And aecording to the tneory Japan then ought to exhibit a

strong parallelism between its business cycles and those

in the United States. But this obviously has not been the

case. Therefore we shall have to reconsider the case of

Japan.

5. The task we want to undergo is not a new one. Oskar

Morgenstern had nearly the same intention - only he con-

centrated himself on the periods 1870-1914 and 1925-1938.19

His results were that there existed a clear parallelism of

business cycle movements between U.K., Germany and France

before ' .• World War I. The United States, then, were much
20'less interrelated with the aforementioned courtries.

For the period after World War I this setup is quite

different. The percentage of simultaneous ar.d parallel

movemont is generally nmch re^rced ard the order of magni-

tude between pairs of countries is reversed. Morgenstern

thus concludes; "This expresses a greater inaependence of

movement, a decrease of prewar harmony, if this word be per-
"21mitted. 'rIn general in tlie prov.rar peried the United States

oycle led those of the three European countries at both peaks

and troughs... No consistent timing relationship appears

among the three European Countries. After the war the pat-

-ern was less definite although the United States cycles

continued to lead.British and Fronen cycles et peaks. These

comparisons lend some support to the notion that the United

States 'exported depressions' ... ~ r" For an outloolc in the

period after World VJar II Morgenstern suggests a further

loosening of interrelation and still less uarallelisn of
23

movements. Whether he is rieht or not will becorae obvious
from our analysis«
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6. For this task W9 into,cd..the fcILlowin/r preoe6v.re . ,First

we shortly doscribe the cyolo patt-rn cf tlie Urri.ted States,

Germany, France, U.E. and Japan. •Th^oi^hcv.t v/o a.c:e quar-

terly data of nominal GNP. If not

have been doriv'=U '. o.ri a

restr ict ourselves to the p

date for v/hich inforüraticM vr?.:; Ü/'.-.IJ.ÜU ÎG .ri. the ti;?.o of

i t s collection, UGi"aIl,3r tl>.e end o.i" 1970 or -'ehe bsginnj.ng

of 1971. The early postier 3"earc l?4!::-49 '..re:.!e erclud^d

for lack of data and bücau.se of the uiiiaue circ^stances of •

those years. Nevertheless, not a l l Gi-u- au/ i t j c-ove-r the

whole period; for, which \:3 v/antcrl ,to have d.nta, Thcrefore

the starting years p f o u r s e r i e s oftsn are different. This

factj, howevers, does, not ccaa to i:vbsrfere v;itli cu:.- purposes.

for there are .still; enough data for eacri variable v/9 are

considering - even if sp.nietimv.5j the fir-ot• ys^rs of. the fif-

t ies e.scape qur yiew. E"at any\;a3' tlisse iMr^t yeo.rc of the

fiftien are by no means tlie rnost intere^tär.g.. For. then,

the countries s t i l l had to suffer from wartime daiiages

and th<">se years acc'ordingly cah't be called "normal" as

seen from respectivs CG

Next to GNP-series-we ,collectod data on national money

supplles... The iSeries r. we, v/ero interested in - correspond

to the narrow definition, Hi-,,as;--rfe is 'familiär'from modern
25

m o n e t a r y - i t h e p r y • . ' • . < ; ••..<••• ••:•;•. • • • > . . v r

A further ,step ln ; ourr analjr-sis v/as -to compute growbh rates

both from.'GNPi and,; mioney-seriesj so that v.re coi?ld plot ths

movement.si of tho, Ciî r̂ es and rcsJl.inc-, fron1. thc.t; the respec

tive

Chart I through Chart V represent each GN? and money supply

growth rate; movements of the five countries Ccuvl::^ the post-

war period which was oorered by. "pur clatp.. For ir.stanoe,

Chart I reflects the cleyelppc?.ent. arid thet C2TC1OS in the

United Stateb' since 19öO" in 'it.?.. TJ? 'arid., itr». meney tavoply.

What is intended; v/ith. tbo?? Cha\itc. I -- V IG .forc^ to pre-

sent the' cycle .pattern p.f ovr x'iv- oountrio3 and öin:aj.ta™

neov.slj wo tried, , oh th«2 othe-r, l\rnd.,., to check a pcepible

explanation of the ror.prctivo '.r.>.:;ir.es,s : cycleÜ - i t is here
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26the monetary hypothesis. Throughout the latter is, at

least, not refuted..

In Charts VI through IX we tried to compare the business

cycle movements of Germany, France, U.K. and Japan with

those of the United States. This is one of our main tasks

in the present case on the ground that if there exists a

transmission of business cycles from the United States to

the other countries, at least some sort of parallelism

should become evident from those Charts. If there is none

we shall reject the hypothesis that the postwar fixed ex-

change rate system caused a spread of business cycles ema-

nating from the United States. If, hov/ever, the picture

turns out to be the other way round the case can't be settled

-with equal ease. For then we ought to analyze first possi-

ble transmission mechanismus before we can arrive at some

conclusion.

II. - An Over'-All View of Business Cycle Patterns

1. Now, let's turn to Charts I - V, where the growth rates

of both GNP and money supply are plotted. In order to dis- '•

tinguish1cycles, which we measure from trougli to trough,

we posit the following criteria: There must be at least a

three quarters uninterrupted movement in only increasing '

or decreasing direction in order to be called upswing or

downswing, respectively. Accordingly a trough or a peak

imply such a lasting change in the direction of the deve-

lopment of gröwtn rates. Even if these criteria don't seein

to be very strong we'll realize a few cases, for which the

criteria still are too restrictive. In those cases, however,

we always try a, tentative explanation for our failure to

stick fullytp our general criteria.

2. First some words coneerning postwar business cycles in

the United States are necessary. For this purpose we refer .

to curve 1 in, Chart, I. If we measure one whole cycle from

trough to trough we can recognize six cycles. The first

tr.ough pecurs in 1952 III. From then on we have an increase

in growth rates during three quarters till- 1953 II and a

sueeeeding heavy fall in GNP-growth rates, even into the
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negative ränge., untill a new trough is reached in 1954 II.

The first cycle thus~spreads over seven quarters. The follo-

wing business cycle edvers amuch longer period. It reaches

its'peak in 1955 III and! its trough in 1958 I. The entire

duration of this cycie amountsto fifteen quarters. The

third cycie under consideration comes to an end in 1961 I

and thus Covers just three years. In 1963 II, after only

nine quarters, ariother^trough, that is much less marked

than all others, isto be madeout. From then on a longer

cycle begins that pornos to its end in 1967 II. A last

cycle Covers fourteen quarters till 1970 IV. Table I shows

all six cycles together and lists the times of upswings and

downswings respectively.

A general feature of the three last cycles is the fact ,

that they are less intensive than the preceding ones. This

is especially obvious from the relatively mild downswings

that never reach negative growth rates - whereas at the

first three troughs zero, or even negative, GNP-growth

rates are to be found. One might, therefore, conclude that

with the beginning of the sixties some change took place in

the political or institutional arrangements of the United

States.

Table I

Postwar Business Cycles in the United States

1952

1954

1958

1961

1963

1967

Cycles

III

II
I
I

II
II

- 1954
- 1958
- 1961

- 1963
- 1967
- 1970

II
I
I
II
II

IV

Duration

Whole Cycle

7
15
12

9
16

14

in Quarters

Upswing

3
5
5
4
11

4

Downswing

4 '
10

7
5
5 '
10

As can be seen from curve 2 of Chart I the growth rates of

United States' money supply also, show a clear cyclical be-

havipr. The first cycle Starts in 1951 II and comes to its
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end in 1954 II. Thereafter we can distinguish another cycle

in money supply growth rates that Covers the period till

1958 I. Both these cycles move just parallel to the busi-

ness cycles, with slight deviations at the peaks, peaks in

GNP-series succeeding money supply serie?. The third cycle

Covers a period of 10 quarters with its end in I960 III.

The following cycle has only a rather mild dov/nswing of

three quarters. It is terninated in 1962 IV. From then on

Starts a long cycle, cpvering 17 quarters and stopping in

1967 I. The sixth - and also last - cycle comes to an end

in 1970 I. In Table II we'list all six cĵ cles in money

supply growth rates» .•-..•....,.•

Table II

Postwar Cycles in Money Supply Growth Rates in the United States

1951

1954

1958

1960

1962

1967

Cycles

•11^-.,

11,-v̂ v
I- -

III -
IV -

I

19,5,4
1958
I960

1962

1967
1970

- ' • ; • • .

II,'
I:,..
III
IV
I
I

r• Duration

Whole Cycle

,. ; ,10, ........

.9
17
12

in Quarters

Upswing

3
. 4

4
6

. 14
8

Downswing

9
11
6

3
3
4

What is apparent from both series* taken together is the

strong parallelism. Troughs in GNP-series nostly eoineide

with troughs in money supply series - the greatest devia-

tions being three quarters. The peak in GNP-series sueeeeds

money-peaks in the first three cycles, eoineides with it in

the fourth and pr̂ ecedes them in the last two cycles under

consideration. The greatest deviation is a lag of five quar-

ters in GNP-söriäs.:The maximum lead ät peaks or troughs

consists of three quarters.

What is relevant at this stage is only the clear-cut parallel

movement of both series in the United States. We need not

yet Interpret this parallelism in any caüsal way.
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3. In the GNP-series'of Western' Germähy we can find only

three füll cycles in the period from 1951 till 1971.27 For

this the reader may refer to curve 3 in Charter II.

The first postwar trough occurs in 1954 I. The next is to-

be found in 1959 I after 20 quarters or five years. In

1963 I we have another trough that terminates the second

füll postwar cycle. The fourth and heaviest trough occured

in 1967 III. This downswing is the only one, during the

period under consideration, that brought about negative

growth rates in the GNJt' of Germany. We can thus list three

business cycles in Germany in Table III.

Table III

Postwar Business Cycles in Gernany

Cycles

1954 I - 1959 I
1959 I - 1963 I:

1963 I - 1967 III

Duraticn in quarters

Whole cycle

20

16

18

Upswing

6
4
4

Downswing

14

12

14

Generally remarkable is the relatively Short duration of the

upswings in the three cycles, whereas the downswings take on

the average thrice the time. until they reach after some erra-

tic movements the final trough. Only the upswing following

1967 III clearly takes a longer time and leads to its peak

in 1970 II after'eleven quarters. '

Money supply in Geroany has a small trough in 1954 II,

as is apparent from curve 4 in Chart II. A clear cycle in

money supply-growth rates starts, hovever, in 1957 I and

reaches its end in 1961 I. The following, shorter, cycle

c oyers only nlne quarters till 1963 II.g__.A_ fürt her., cycle in'

the Geriaan money supply, which does not contain a suffi-

ciently marked peak, stops in 1967 II» i.e., just one -

quarter before the greatest German GNP-trough.
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Subsequently a last cycle is to be found which is terminated

in 1970 III. Thus, we have five cycles in the money supply

whereas only three in the GNP series. The five cycles are

listed in Table IV in the familiär way.

Table IV

Po st war Cycles

Cyci.es

1954 II
1957 I
1961 I

1963 II
1967 II

- 1957
- 1961

- 1963

- 1967
- 1970

in
•

I
I
II
II '
III

Money Supüly Growth Rates in

Duration

Whole cycle

11
16

9
16

13

in quarters

Upswing

7
4*(1O)

3
8

9

Gernany

Downswing

1

4
2*(6)

6
8

4

*It could be equally possible to take 10 quarters upswing
and only 6 quarters downswing, because after the first>
peak follows another which is slightly higher and fron
which on the uninpeded downswing starts.

If one compares the development of both German series one

can find from Chart II, albeit the different number of

clearly established cycles, a strong paralleliso between

GNP-growth rates and money supply growth rates. Curve 3, i.e.,

the German GNP-series, normally lags the development of the

money series, though this seems to be not always true in
29trough-situations. Moreover, one can make up a relatively

wide Variation in the lag of both series. During the hea-

viest German slowdown after the war in 1966/67 the money-

series leads just one quarter, whereas during the period

1957-1960 the maximum lead totals eight quarters or two

years. The parallelism between the two series is thus sone-

what blurred, though it is clearly present.

4. Chart III shows the Situation in France. Because of .

heavy erratic movements in the GNP-series we hesitate from

the very beginning as to the unaodified adoption of our

cycle criteria. For instance, our criteria say that 1953 I
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is a trough. But>the figure.of curve 5 suggests that 1954 I

would be abetter däte to give this name. We decided to fix

the first füll cycle under consideration from 1954 I to

1959 I. The following Covers the period till 1965 I. After

this dateno clear picture of another business cycle can

be found. Table V thus reports only two cycles in postwar

G N P o f ' F r a n c e . ••••• •••••- ' ; : f

Table V

Postwar Business Cycles in France

• • ' .

1954

1959

Cycles:

I - 1959

I - 1965

I

I

Whole

20

24

Duration in quarters

cycle Upswing

16*

20*

'Downswing

4*
4*

*If one looks at Chart III one can recognize the arbi-
procedare~"lTrf ixlng ~the~ number of

quarters for up- and downswings

According to our cycle-criteria the noney-supply series of

France, plotted as curve 6, showsa much more clear-cut

picture. The first cycle starts in 1954 I and comes to an

end in 1957 I. Thereafter follcws a very short cycle of

just six quarters till 1958 III. Then we find a cycle of

rather long duration which does not stop before 1964 I.

While this cycle is characterized by heavy variations in

growth rates the succeeding cycle shows only a slight up-

ward novenent whereas its downswing is distinot. Thus a

further trough is reached in 1968 I. Two years later, in

1970 Ij the last füll cycle in our data period ic terini-

nated. Table VI lists once more the important cycle cha-

racteristics. . f ' ~
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Table VI

Postv/ar Cycles in Money Supply Growth Ratesj in France

1954

1957
1958

1964

1968

Cycles

I
I
III -
I
I

1957
1958

1964
1968

1970

I
III
I
I
I

Whole

12
6
22
16
8

Duration in quar

cycle Upswing

6

3
11 .

8

4

ters

Downswing

6

3
11

8

4

Especially interesting is the equal distribution of time ii

all growth rate cycles of the French noney supply betv/een

upswings and downswings. Nothing of this sort happened

neither in the United States nor in Gernany.

Our last task in the description of the French cycles is to

look for some evidence'för a parallelism betv/een the series,

something that seems to be. .extremely difficult if one only

ccnsiders the number and duration of the. cycles.• But, never-

theless, •' one can; recögriize froü Chart III that there exists

a certain i lag'st'ructure between the rows - still more exac-

tly: ädownwärd növeaent in the moriey series leads a down-

ward move'ment !in GNP growth rates'"'- the lead amounting to

nearly two qüärterso Expansionary novements of the noney

supply ar'e1 follöwing'by; upswings in GNP-data; but the lag

appears to be•sdneWhat löhgerrthah it is with the down-

swings . What we Pari cöhclude by eiere description is a sort

of lagged parallelism between the two series, even if the

lag, unfbrtühäteiy, iis riot1 cönstant in every direction.

5. Postwar cycle, pattern:in Japan is extrenely interesting.

It resenbles;a bit a danpened coftweb - cycle pattern for, .

until the early sixties, one can recognize marked upswings

and downswings whose amplitude and duration evidently dini-

nishes subsequently v/hat is evident from curve 7 of Chart

IV. The first füll cycle that is covered by our data starts

in 1955 II and comes to an end in 1958 II. The following

cycle whose trough still shows a growth rate of nore than
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six per cent ends in 1963 I. Thereupon we have a much less

marked cycle both in duration and in amplitude; it stops

in 1965 III. The next nne is still more tfifling. It has a

duration of just two years and is followed by an even

smaller but still recognizable cycle of six quarters. Thus

our cycle - Table is as follows.

Table VII '

Postwar Business Cycles in Japan

*Here we have nearly the same problem in determining the
"true" peak äs we had in the case of the German GNP-series
in 1960-1961.

The cycle pattern of Japanese money supply, plotted es curve

8 of Chart IV,' does not show the same behavior as the GNP-

series in eVery1-f espectV Clearly parallel are its heavy

Swings in the fifties arid early sixties. But the first cycle

in the fifties/^that dures from 1954 III till 1958 I is ob-

viously not the1 most marked. This actually, is the third

cycle from 1962 II till 1964 IVw Thereafter money supply

growth r^atesdon't any more exhibit a neat cycle pattern.

With some kind' Intention oneroan make up another cycle that

comes to %n lend in 1968 -I and' a last cycle stopping in 1970

I V . i T h i s V g i V e s - A - T a b l ' e ' V I I I ; v . - . b ; ••.•.w:\-. : :;•

1955
1958

1963

1965,
1967

Cycle

II - 1958

II - 1963
I - 1965
III .-. 1967

III - 1969

II
I

III
III
I

Whole

12

19
10

8
, . 6

Duration in quarters

cycle Upswings

8*

14
4
4

3

Downswingsj

4
5
6

4
3

"i T i - •"!...(. .i.0 J. i ;;•.:.
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Table VIII

Postwar Cycles in Money Supply Growth Rates in Japan

Cycles

1954 III
1958 I

1962 II

1964 IV

1968 I

- 1958

- 1962

-1964
- 1968

- 1970

I
II
IV
I
IV

Durati or

Whole cycle

14
17

• 1 0 *

13
11

l in quarte

Upswing

10 .

13
5
4
.7

rs

Downswing

4
4
5
9
4

Comparing both Japanese growth rate series a parallelism

between them is quite evident, with, more exactly, money

supply always leading the GNP-series what is especially

manifest, if one looks at the respective troughs and peaks

of the rows. Only to the end of the period under conside-

ration the interrelation looses some force. This paralle-

lism between both series is also evident from Table VII

and Table VIII, the comparison of which shows a nearly

constant lag (or lead vice versa.).

6. For the case of-̂ J.K. we unfortunately have only growth

series since 1956 II. Moreover, it is not GNP but gross

domestic product (GDP) that was available on a quarterly

basis and that is plotted as curve 9 in Chart V. What is

remarkable is the relatively low average of growth rates

and the obvious lack of any clear-cut cycle pattern. The

series seem tp reflect only a more or less erratic movement.

According to our cycle criteria we can't discover any füll

cycle in the period which is covered by our data. There are

never three or more quart ers* exhibiting growth rate changes

in only one directiön. Nevertheless one could fix two

cycles from 1959 I till 1963 I and. from then'on till 1966 IV,

though this procedure isreally quite'arbitrary. Table IX

l i s t s b o t h c y c l q s : , .; h...... ,,;.-.-',. -i--.-,.••.''•••.• ti>.' " h / w ••••.•

-c-s])>:y:r, . '•.:• u.'.'u'.1.
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Table IX
Postwar Business Cycles in U.K.

Cycles
Duration in quarters

Whole cycle Upswing Downswing

1959 I - 1963 I

1963 I - 1966 IV

16

15

4

4

12

11

Money supply in U.K. shows, contrary to the GDP-series, a

clear cycle pattern as the reader can immadiately see from

curve 10 of Chart V. Thus, in 1952 IV we have a trough from

which on an upward nnvement Starts. The cycle as a whole

comes to an end in 1958 III after nearly three years of more

or less erratic Swings around a growth rate of zero. The

following cycle ends in 1962 II. Here, and also in the third

cycle - that dures until 1967 II, we recognize a relatively •

short and clear upward movement followed by a downswing which

exhibits - as in the first.cycle - some fo^m of intermediate

peak that, howeyer, is r̂ ot marked enough to be called a true

new cycle. The last.cycle under consideration is more simplcr-

shaped. It consists of three.quarters upswing and six quar-

ters downswing till the ti-'ough 1969 III, with no deviation

from the main direction of movement.

Table X

Postwar Cycles in Money Supply Growth Rates in U.K.

1952

1958

1962

1967

Cycles

IV
III

II

II

- 1958
- 1962

- 1967

- 1969

III
II
II
III

Duration in quarters

Whole cycle

23

15
20

• 9 , • • •

Upswing

8

5
8

4.

Downswing

15
10

12

5

Table X,,onee, more,. shpws that the downswings are generally

longer than the upswings -. up to twice the time of the former
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In the United Kirigdom, äs in'the case of France, inere

counting of:cycles in both series does not lead to evi-

dence för aparailelism between GDP and money supply. But

remembering" that U.K.'s 'money supply series starts four

years inadvarice of GDP series, at least the first cycle

of Table X can't be expected to exhibit some parallelism

with the cycles of Table IX. However, cycle two and three

of Table Xshowmüch edineidence with the business cycles

of Table IX. This is also evident from Chart V, where we

.realize nearly constaht leads of the money supply of one to

two quarters. Only to- the end of the sixties the paralle-

lism of both serie;s looses much of its force.

All five Charts thüs reflect that business cycles and

growth cycles in respective money supplies exhibit a pa-

rallel movemeht,'a: fürther interpretation of which will be

given later.

III. - Considering the Transmission of the United States'

Business Cycles

1. The description of growth rates in the countries under

consideration thus far chiefly served an introduetory pur-

pose. -Now-we—f̂ rnal-i-y—t-urn—to~-our~.main• taskythe comparison

of business cycle movements in the United States and in

each of the different countries. For this pnrpo.se we have

prepared Charts VI through IX couritaining each GNP-growth

rates of the United States and of one selected country. If

the business cycles of the United States spread to other

countries one should expect not only a parallel, novement

of business cycles but also a permanent lead of the deve-

lopments in :the United States.

2. Chart VI' shows the case of United States versus Germany..

Curve 1 reflects business cycles of the United States, curve

3 those of Germany. Befere engaging in the description of

Chart VI let us remind ourselves of Tables I and III in

Chapter II. There we realize six complete business cycles

for the United States, while Germany shows only four. But,

as with the'money supply data above. this discrepancy is
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not sufficient for an answer to or.r question. For if v/e

look at Chart VI, we soon recognize that albeit the diffe-

rent munber of postv/ar cycles in both countrie.:-, throughov.t

many periods both curves exhibit clearly parallel movements.

Starting with the early fifbies c.v.rve 3 succeeds curve 1

for about two to four quarter.r,. Tue first Amerie?.>.n trough

in 1952 *III has some sort of coixnterpart In Germany two

quarters later. The first peak of curve 1 precedes a small

peak in curve 3 for one quarter. The. startir-g point of the

first German business oyrle 0-9?-'r I) i" act^ally to be

found one quarter earlier than the starting point for the

second American business cycle (1954 II), but the following

upswing in both curvec. is parallel in such a mariner that

the hypothesis of an international transmiscion of business

cycles seems to be firmly validated. That is also true for

nearly three years to follow. the double peak of 1955 III.

Then, however, some trouble emerges for this hypothesis.

The marked slowdown of curve 1 in 1957/58 is not duplicated

by curve 3, at least not clearly enough. This also holds

for the upward movement of curve 1. What' is. still more im-

pressive, is a sudden trough in curve 3 during a tine of

uninterrupted upswing in America (1958/59). Obviously no

explanation originating from a spread of the American bu-

siness cycle can be found for the double peak o.t curve 3

in 1960/61, the last of wiiich eveu rons contrary to the

development of curve 1. One night suggest that the peak of

curve 1 in 1962 I induced the short upswing in curve 3 one

quarter later, but the development before and after this

event don't encourage the support of this Suggestion. As

we just suggested: the development in Gernan business

cycles during the years 1963, 1964, 1965 can't be siiffi- .

ciently explained by influences eca.nating frorn the United

States1 cycle behavior for - even if there are parallel '

novements - curve 3 alv:ays sueeeeds curve 1 if one exarni.nes

the small peaks and troughs of those years - the same is

true for the sueeeeding great trough in curre 3- The inde-

pendence from the United States1 inf.luence is also clear in

the case of the heaviest Gercan b'̂ siness cycle dov.ns'ving
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1966/67. All business cycle downswings in the United States,

even if they were extreinely marked, up to 1965 never prece-

ded great downswings in Germany. And even if there existed

a spread of business cycles, the interrelation between the

United States and Gernany surely was stronger in the early

fifties than it was in the second half of the sixties. So

the downswing in curve 3 couldn't have been caused by the

siiaultaneous smaller downswing in America. We won't, howe-

ver, exclude the possibility that the American downswing

reinforced other forces which were the prine cause of the

trough in curve 3. For the years following the recovery

in Germany the developments of curves 1 and 3 just run

contrary to each other so that this period can't be used

to validate the hypothesis that there existed a transaissien

of business cycles from the United States to Germany.

Our final verdict about Chart VI and the hypothesis of a

transmission of business cycles from the United States to

Germany runs as follows; Up to 1958 III this hypothesis .

can't be refuted by merely looking at the Chart, for

during this spän of time a clearly parallel movement of

both curves 1 and 3 has to be realized. Moreover, at least

up to 1954 the German development lags behind the cycle

movements of the United States and up to (at nost) 1958 III

peaks and troughs'(also small ones) oeeur on the average

at the sarae time.

Thereafter, ho.wever, ;any parallelism between both curves

is at most randon and provides no basis to suppose that

the above hypothesis further holds.

3. Chart VII compares the United States (curve 1) with

France (curve 5). From Chapter II, we know that France

experienced orily two clear-cut cycles and both cycles

never lag the development in the United States. This hint,

however, doesn't do.We need further Information. For the

first year,.. for which we have French growth rates, we

could state that there is an obvious spread of business

cycles from the United States tö France, because the down-
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ward movement in both countries is actually parallel -

France succeeding with a one year's lag. But the first

American upswing starting in 1952 III is not duplicated

in France. And before curve 1 can reäch its trough in 1954

II the French growth rates rise significantly. While, then,

the United States recover till 1955 III France shows a modest

decline in its growth rates. In any case, with the end of

1952 any parallelism, even with a different lag as before,

vanished. Up to 1959 curves 1 and 5 move in contrary direc-

tion. The peak in curve 1 of 1962 I seems to induce a rela-

tive peak in curve 5 in 1962 III but the succeeding slow-

down and heavy upswing in France can't be explained by the

development of curve 1. Moreover the new peak in curve 5

leads that of curve 1 for just one quarter . The slight de-

crease pf growth rates in the.United States in 1964 IIl/lV

surely does not, cause the enormous downswing in France that

stops in 1965I.:Two years of nearly parallel movement follow

1966 and 1967. The great deviations from any trend in 1968/ •

1969 in France can't be attributed to external influences -

these deviations reflect the strike of may 1968, which fi-

nally led to the abdication of General de Gaulle.

The general setting of the cycle movements in both countries

leads to the Suggestion that apart from very few intervals,

such as 1952 and 1966 and 1967 no parallelism in business

cycles of the United States and France can be realized. One

cuuld, however, think of an argument that runs as follows:

Not only during 1952 but throughout the fifties and the be-

ginning sixties up to about 1962 curve 1 obviously leads

the development of curve 5 - the lead varying only between

two to four quarters. A futile look at Chart VII seems to

verify this argument. But we can't imagine that the upswing

in curve 1 in 1954/55 bf at all nearly 12 per cent causes

an upswing in cürve 5 öf about 8 per cent (in 1955/56) whe-

reas the two quarters upsWing in curve 1 of about two per

cent in 1956/57 causes an upswing in the French business

cycle of about 11 per cent in 1957/58,These curious conse-
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quences, however, would result from the adherence to a

futile look at Chart VII. At most the third American cycle

from 1958 I - 1961 I can, with some kind intentinn, be re-

garded as a pattern which becomes reproduced by curve 5 with«

one-year's lag. After all, the postwar-cycle experience of

France as a whole appears at best unconclusive if it is

compared with that of the United States. More explicitly,

the regime. of fixed ,.exchange rates : during a period in which

the United States were the greatest economic power of the

world did not consistently lead to a spread of business

cycles from the greater to the smaller country (if it did

at all). The development in France thus can't be cited as

evidence for the transmission-hypothesis.

4. The case of Japan which is reflected in Chart VIII seems

to be more piain from the very outset than both the case of

Germany and of France/ While, especially for France, it was

extremely difficult to realize clear cycle movements, the

postwar period of. Japan is quite different with respect to

this problem. For there were obviously five business cycles

cf which the first under consideration exhibits some paralle-

lism with businesß cycles in America , more exactly the se-

cond cycle of our Table I. For this cycle also holds that

the development.in^tho United States precedes the events

in Japan. While, the secondJapanese cycle might possibly be

enforced-during its, upswingHSi^urv% 1, it shows by its

mere duration thati.some: other primary forces must have

been at worki That is also true for the third Japanese cy-

cle, from 19.63=1 7 1965 III. It Starts during a time of

downswing in the;United States and reaches its trough just

two quarters before;a peak in the United States cycle deve-

lopment (and this ;peak is riot a peak which terminates a

Short upswing as is evident from Table I). V/ithout knowing

anything about, the dev^lopmonts , before it, the fourth Japa-

nese cycle could be thought of as merely duplicating the

development pf curve 1 with,a lag pf abeut two quarters.
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But as its starting trough can't be explained the whole

seemingly parallelism must be due to cbher causes. The last

Japanese business cycle and the ensuering tail of curve 7

however, exhibit once more a parallel movement with regard

to curve 1. We< thus conclude that at the beginning and to

the very end of the postwar period under consideration the

business cycle pattern of Japan does not refute the trans-

mission-hypothesis. In any case it seems advisable to re-

consider both these periods - first, in order to dig a bit

deeper into the transmission mechanism, and second, because

the interval in the midst of those periods induces us to

suppose another explanation of the business cycles that has

to be checked agftinst the cycle hypothesis for the afore-

mentioned periods. The subsequent section will have the

task to provide us with an answer for this question.

5. During the period under ccnsideration the U.K. experien-

ced virtually no marked business cycle movements. Ups and

downs were always short and never pervasive, as for instance

in Japan. We already äccomodated us to these circumstances

when we pointed at the arbitrariness of Table IX. On the

other hand, the major country of the Free World shov/ed at

first heavy and afterwards moderate business cycles. This

mere fact cuild be used as a means to refute the transmission

hypothesis. But Chart' IX which reproduces both business de-

velopments in the United States (curve 1) and in the U.K.

(curve 9) does ;rioty' from the very outset , give support to

the refutation Pf the tränsmission-hypothesis. At least the

period from 1956-tö'1962 exhibits a parallel movement of

both curves, curve1 9'always lagging about four quarters be-

hind curve 1. Theföurth American cycle from 1961 I to 1963

II, howeverm is not any longer duplicated by curve 9. And

the non-parallel idevelopment in both series continues till... \_

the end of the postwar'period considered. We are led to

this Suggestion by the; fact that, while the third Anerican '.

cycle upswing still precedes an upswing of curve 9, nothing

of this sort can be realized during the period 1962. And

the upswing of the second U.K.-"cycle" in 1963 leads to a

peak that lags "more than two years behind the nearest pre-

ceding peak of curve 1, so that there can't be expected any
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causal influence running from the United States business

cycle to U.Ki Since for the time following this event

curve 1 and curve 9 mostly show developments at contrary

direction and no reaspnable lag-structure is able to sug-

gest any further parallelism betv/een both curves. Thxxs our

conclusion is that possibly dû iSig the. late fifties there

has been some transmission at work that, hov/ever, is not

any longer signifiaant.during the sixties, apart perhaps .

from the years I960 and 1961.

IV. - The Working of the Transmission-Mechanism

1. Chapter II and Chapter III served a more descriptive task

which was actually necessary in order to become familiär

with the business cycle developmants in the countries under

consideration and in order to have a first check of the

transmission-hypothesis. This first check couldn't find, for

the greatest part of the postwär periods, a sufficient con- •

f irmation. of the \rypothesis that the United States' business

cycle patterns dominated those of the countries that have

been analysed. There are, however, a few periods for which

the transmission hypothesis can't be refuted by mere inspec-

tion of Charts VI through IX. These periods now merit a spe-

cial analysis - an analysis which does not confine itself

to description but which also relies on theoretical findings.

The theory of adjustment of a country's balance of payments

under a regime of fixed exchange rates Claims that, e.g. a

reserve-losing country restricts its domestic money supply .

in order to moderate inflation, to dampen business and thus•

to decrease among other things, as investment, imports fnm

foreign countries, which centribute to the decrease of re-

serves. Simultaneously, the dampening effect on the home

business induces exports to rise. 3oth developments taken

together-tNond to correct the oalance of payments deficit. A

reserve-gain±ng~couni^XT"ön^th"e"T5th"erTiähd', "is'" - acc ording to

the rules of the game - thought of to expand its domestic

money supply. (Note the importnnce attached to money supply!)

This will, following similar lines as in the above argument,

tend to increase imports and to decrease erports and thus

finally correct the imbalanoe.
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